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Abstract. Road Safety Inspections (RSI) are recognised as an effective tool for identifying safety issues. However, due to
the subjective nature of the process, they may give rise to disagreements which limit their effectiveness. In the framework of
the IASP research program sponsored by European Commission, which is focused on rural two-lane highways, a RSI
procedure aimed at improving the effectiveness and the reliability of the methodology has been defined. For this purpose,
the research has been pinpointed on the inspection framework, on the inspectors and client roles and, with special emphasis,
on the methodologies used for identifying and ranking the safety problems. In order to test the reliability of the methodol-
ogy, the agreement of the results of the safety issues ranks produced by different inspectors has been addressed. Specifically,
the statistic kappa has been used. Results show that there is a statistically significant level of agreement among inspectors
for the majority of safety issues. The reliability of the procedure is satisfactory, especially if it is considered that the identi-
fication of the safety issues is a very complex task based on human evaluations and expertise not supported by instrumental
measures.
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1. Introduction

An essential part of any safety management system
is the network screening, that is the identification of sites
where the greatest cost-effectiveness of the safety meas-
ures is expected. Several alternative ranking criteria are
used in screening [1]. The more recently proposed proce-
dures are based on the EB technique [2], which essen-
tially aims to smooth out the random fluctuation in acci-
dent data by specifying the safety of a site as an estimate
of its long-term mean. While accident data analysis is es-
sential, it is well recognised that accident data suffer from
a number of shortcomings [3] and that there are clues to
hazardousness other than accident occurrence [4]. The need
for further analyses stems from two main considerations.
Firstly, accidents are a casual and rare event; if a site has
not experienced a high-accident history or if there are not
abnormal accident patterns, it does not mean that safety
improvements cannot be performed in a cost-effective
manner. Secondly, the success of the accident based reac-

tive programs relies on the quality of accident data. Unfor-
tunately, the quantity and quality of accident data are often
very poor [5] and the reporting of injuries in an official
accident statistics is incomplete at all levels of injury se-
verity [6]. Moreover, an effective safety management sys-
tem should look not only specific sites remedial actions but
also at mass actions. This involves applying a particular,
well-tried remedy to address an hazardous feature, at loca-
tions where the feature is present, irrespective of whether
accidents have yet not occurred [7].

As a result of these considerations, it appears that the
network screening can be better performed if a joint use is
made of all important clues and not only of the accident
history. With this aim in view, accident studies can be sup-
plemented by Road Safety Inspections (RSI), which are also
named differently as safety audit of existing roads and safety
reviews. A safety inspection is a formal examination of an
existing road, during which an independent, qualified team
reports on the road’s crash potential and safety performance.
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The research has been performed in  the framework of
the IASP project [8], funded by European Commission (DG
TREN) and Province of Catania (Italy) with the scientific
coordination and operative support of the University of
Catania. As part of the project, safety inspections proce-
dures, which address rural two-lane highways, have been
defined [9, 10]. Albeit many safety inspection procedures
already do exist, the IASP procedures present some inno-
vative elements [11–13]. The paper describes both the main
features of the defined RSI procedure and the evaluation
process which had been carried out to test the reliability of
the safety inspection results.

2. Actors involved in the process

Actors involved in the process are the inspection team
and the client.

The team must comprise three or more people because:
1) the road inspections, due to operative reasons, require at
least three inspectors; 2) diverse backgrounds and differ-
ent approaches of distinct people create cross-fertilisation
of ideas and are beneficial in problems identification and
analysis. Main requisites of the safety inspection team are
independence and qualification. Independence from the
design, maintenance and operation of the road to be in-
spected is needed since the team is to look only at safety
problems applying “fresh eyes” to the task. Qualification is
vital for the process to be effective, given that addressing
safety problems and providing recommendations to elimi-
nate or mitigate them do not give any real benefit in terms
of accident reduction if the task is not based on sound road
safety engineering experience and practice. Qualification
requires both deep knowledge of the road safety principles
and the familiarisation with the IASP procedures.

The client is the road agency. Before the inspection
starts, the client selects the roads to be inspected and the
team. After the inspection, the client decides upon imple-
mentation of safety measures recommended by the team. An
innovative aspect of the IASP procedures is the active parti-
cipation of the client in the inspection phase. The client par-
ticipates as an observer to the site inspections and to the pre-
liminary in office discussion about general safety problems.

3. Road inspections and problems identification

3.1. General aspects

More site inspections are required: preliminary inspec-
tions, in daytime, aimed at understanding the general road
safety conditions and the relationships of the road segments
with surrounding land use, terrain and road network; gen-
eral inspections, in daytime, aimed at examining the gen-
eral safety concerns along the road segments; detailed in-
spections, in daytime, aimed at examining in detail safety
concerns of specific sites; night time inspections, aimed at
analysing the road perception without natural lighting.

3.2. Preliminary inspections

Main objective of the preliminary inspections is try-
ing to investigate how the road environment is perceived,
and ultimately utilised by different road users. The analysis
is to look not only the road, but also the environment which
can interact with the road and the road users.

Any preliminary inspection should interest not more
than three-four different roads of the same network, with a
total length not greater than 100 km. At least three team
members are needed: the driver, the inspector in front seat
and the inspector in back seat. Recommended equipment
are GPS receiver and digital video camera.

Each road is run in both directions at normal speed,
that is the prevailing traffic speed.  During the inspection a
video recording is performed and inspectors comments are
recorded in the same video-tape. The driver calls the trav-
elled distance and refers about corrective maneuvers and
driving perception of the road.  Inspectors on front seat and
back seat make safety comments. GPS receiver is used to
locate useful points of the road such as mile stones and
intersections.

3.3. General inspections

3.3.1. Checklists format

Main objective of the general inspections is to obtain
the most important information about the safety issues and
their location along the route.

Any general inspection can interest not more than
30 km. At least 3 inspectors are needed: the driver, the in-
spector in front seat and the inspector in back seat. Recom-
mended equipment includes GPS receiver, digital video
camera and checklists (Tables 1, 2).

The road is run in both directions at a very low speed
(about 30 km/h): 1) the video recording is performed,
2) the driver calls travelled distance any 100 m,  3) inspec-
tors in front and back seats compile the checklists. GPS
receiver is used to locate the starting and the ending points
of inspection.

Checklists are aimed at ensuring that important safety
problems are not overlooked. Checklists are a prompt and
not a substitute for knowledge and experience, that is, check-
lists should aid using safety engineering experience and
judgment.  IASP checklists are very synthetic, since they
relate only to the main safety features which usually are
present along two-lane rural roads. Moreover, only features
which are easily detectable during inspections are to be
inserted. Features which concern horizontal and vertical
alignment (geometric alignment, design consistency etc)
are not considered since in the IASP safety analysis align-
ment evaluation is performed as a separate quantitative pro-
cedure [8].

The following safety issues are assessed: accesses,
cross-section, delineation, markings, pavement, roadside,
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Table 1. Checklist for General Inspection: module for front seat
inspector

2,0 4,0 6,0 8,0 0,1

ATRAP

edisdaoR

stnemknabmE

segdirB

suoregnaD
dnaslanimret

snoitisnart

selopytilitu,seerT
selcatsbodigirdna

sehctiD

ecnatsidthgiS

thgisetauqedanI
noecnatsid

evruclatnoziroh

thgisetauqedanI
lacitrevnoecnatsid

evruc

BTRAP

sesseccA

suoregnaD
sessecca

foecneserP
sessecca

Table 2. Checklist for General Inspection: module for back seat
inspector

2,0 4,0 6,0 8,0 0,1

ATRAP

noitces-ssorC

htdiwenaL

htdiwredluohS

tnemevaP

noitcirF

ssennevenU

noitaenileD

snorvehC

dnastsopediuG
srotcelferreirrab

BTRAP

sngiS

,sngisgninraW
sngisnoitaluger

sgnikraM

senilegdE

enilertneC

Table 3. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to roadside

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

stnemknabmE

htiwdedleihsrodedleihsnU
stnemknabmesreirrabevitceffeni

)m5>h(
htiwdedleihsrodedleihsnU

stnemknabmesreirrabevitceffeni
)m3>h(epolstaerghtiw

wolhtiwdedleihsstnemknabmE
htiwreirrabytefastnemniatnoc

fi,)m3>h(epolstaerg
ehtniselcatsbosuoregnad

tneserperamottob

htiwdedleihsrodedleihsnU
sreirrabytefasevitceffeni

epolstaergahtiwstnemknabme
h<1( ≤ )m3

ahtiwdedleihsstnemknabmE
reirrabytefastnemniatnocwol

laicremmochgihfi,)m3>h(
tneserpsiciffartselcihev

htiwdedleihsstnemknabmE
sreirrabsuounitnocsid

)m3>h(

segdirB

sreirrabevitceffenI
hgihfisreirrabtnemniatnocwoL

siciffartselcihevlaicremmoc
tneserp

snoitidnocnoitallatsnitcerrocnI
fisreirrabtnemniatnocmuideM

rosdaorsessaprevoegdirbeht
syawliar

snoitisnartdnaslanimretsuoregnaD

hsif(slanimretyawakaerbtoN
)ctednuorgehtnideirub,sliat

dnasreirrabdetcennoctoN
sllaw

sreirrabedisdaordetcennoctoN
sliaregdirbdna

sreirrabedisdaordetcennoctoN
detcennocsllawdnasreirraB

noitisnarttuohtiw
egdirbdnasreirrabedisdaoR

tuohtiwdetcennocsliar
noitisnart

detcennocsreirrabedisdaoR
noitisnarttuohtiw

neewtebnoitisnartetauqedanI
sreirrableets

selcatsbodigirdnaselopytilitu,seerT

3nahtsselseertretemaid-hgiH
yawegairracmorfm

3nahtsselselopytilituetercnoC
yawegairracmorfm

selopytilituleetsretemaid-hgiH
yawegairracmorfm3nahtssel

desopxehtiwelcatsbodigiR
nahtsselrenrocroecaftnorf

yawegairracmorfm3

nahtsselseertretemaid-woL
yawegairracmorfm3

m8–3seertretemaid-hgiH
yawegairracmorf

m8–3selopytilituetercnoC
yawegairracmorf

selopytilituleetsretemaid-woL
yawegairracmorfm3nahtssel
selopytilituleetsretemaid-hgiH

digiRyawegairracmorfm8–3
ecaftnorfdesopxehtiwelcatsbo

morfm8–3renrocro
yawegairrac

sehctiD

ladiozepartroralugnatceR
morfm3nahtsselsehctid

yawegairrac

ladiozepartroralugnatceR
yawegairracmorfm5–3sehctid

can be compiled both on site and during the video exami-
nation performed in the office.

Safety issues are ranked as: high level problem, low
level problem and no problem. Only the presence of prob-
lems is marked on the check list. If an high level problem
occurs, the inspector fills the gray box, if a low level prob-
lem occurs, the inspector fills the blank box. Since a good
friction evaluation requires instrumented measures, the fric-
tion problems are ranked with only two levels of judgment:
problem and no problem.

In order to improve reliability and repeatability of the

sight distance and signs. In order to improve safety issues
evaluation, each item is divided in more detailed concerns
(Tables 1, 2).

3.3.2. Checklists compilation criteria

Checklists must be filled in both directions. Front seat
and back seat inspectors, which have different views of the
road, compile different checklists (Tables 1, 2) filling the
boxes with a step of 200 m (24 s at 30 km/h).

In order to simplify the inspector’s task, any checklist
is split in two parts: part A is to be compiled on site, part B
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Table 4. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to sight
distance

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

evruclatnozirohnoecnatsidthgisetauqedanI

sselecnatsidthgiselbaliavA
ybdesuacm05naht
ytilibisivsuounitnoc

evrucehtedisnisnoitcurtsbo

retaergecnatsidthgiselbaliavA
nahtrellamstubm05naht

ehtevigotetauqedaniroDSS
noitpecrepdaortcerroc
ytilibisivsuounitnocsiD
evrucedisnisnoitcurtsbo

evruclacitrevnoecnatsidthgisetauqedanI

sselecnatsidthgiselbaliavA
m05naht

retaergecnatsidthgiselbaliavA
nahtrellamstubm05naht

ehtevigotetauqedaniroDSS
noitpecrepdaortcerroc

Table 5. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to accesses

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

sesseccasuoregnaD

sevruclatnozirohnosesseccA
sesseccAstsercnosesseccA

ytilibisivroophtiwsetisno
snoitcesretniotesolcsesseccA

sesseccAsesseccaworraN
sesseccAsgnikramtuohtiw
devapnUsrotaeniledtuohtiw

sessecca

sesseccafoecneserP

enonisesseccaeromroeerhT
gnolm002hcterts

enonisesseccaowtroenO
gnolm002hcterts

Table 6. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to cross

section

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

htdiwenaL

m57,2<L m05,4>L

htdiwredluohS

57,2 ≤ m52,3<L L<57,3 ≤ m05,4

Table 7. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to pave-
ment

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

noitcirF

etagerggadehsiloP
gnideelB
gnilevaR

erutxetorcam-woL

ssennevenU

yawegairracnosniardleetS
stniojdetpursiD

otesolcrosevrucnoselohtoP
snoitcesretni

tnegnatnoselohtoppeeD
hcaorppa,sevrucnognivohS

otesolcrosevrucot
snoitcesretni

tnegnatnognivohs-hgiH
evrucnognittuR
evrucnosehctaP

tnegnatnognivohs-woL
tnegnatnoselohtopwoL

tnegnatnognittuR
tnegnatnosehctaP

Table 8. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to delinea-
tion

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

snorvehC

erevesnosnorvehcgnissiM
sevruc

tnemecalpsnorvehC
tcerrocaevigotetauqedani
htgnellatotehtfonoitpecrep

evrucehtfo
enoniylnodecalpsnorvehC

noitcerid
detaroiretedsnorvehC
snorvehcevitcelfer-toN

ehtnisworrahtiwsnorvehC
noitceridgnorw

ybderucsbosnorvehC
noitategev

etaredomnosnorvehcgnissiM
sevruc

etauqedanignicapssnorvehC
fonoitpecreptcerrocevigot

evruceht
snorvehcevitcelfer-woL

snorvehcfoytiunitnocsidlacoL
snorvehcderucsboyllaitraP

stsopediuG

stsopediuggnissiM
nosrotcelfergnissiM

ytefasedisdaorno,stsopediug
sllawedisdaornorosreirrab

srotcelfergnissiM
srotcelferevitceffenI

suoregnadhtiwstsopediuG
tnemecalp

srotcelferfothgiehelbairaV
daorehtgnola

stsopediugevitcelfer-woL
foytiunitnocsidlacoL

stsopediug

Table 9. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to signs

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

sngisnoitaluger,sngisgninraW

ngisgninrawevrucgnissiM
ngisgninrawtsercgnissiM

ngisgninrawevrucelbisivtoN
ngisgninrawtsercelbisivtoN

ningisgninrawgnissiM
snoitautissuoregnad

rodedafngisgninrawevruC
ytilibisivwolhtiw

rodedafngisgninrawtserC
ytilibisivwolhtiw

rodedaf,gnissimngisdleiY
ytilibisivwolhtiw

otsaosdetacoltnemesitrevdA
sresudaorbrutsid

roetelpmocnisngisnoitacidnI
ytilibigelwolhtiw

timildeepstnetsisnoctoN
sngisraelcnU

sngisthgiehgnorW

Table 10. Criteria for assessing safety problems related to mark-
ings

smelborplevel-hgiH smelborplevel-woL

senilegdE

senilegdegnissiM
senilegdededafyreV

senilegdededaf-woL
derucsboyllaitrapsenilegdE

noitategevehtyb

enilertneC

enilertnecgnissiM
enilertnecdedafyreV

enilertnecdedaf-woL

process, criteria for identifying and ranking safety issues
have been defined. Criteria are concisely reported in
Tables 3–10. Ranking criteria are based on the estimated
road safety effect of each problem.

In the IASP manual detailed explanations and refer-

ence photographs are reported [9]. Ranking of safety is-
sues can be used both as an aid for the prioritization of the
safety measures and as an aid to road agencies in measur-
ing the effectiveness over time of their safety improvement
programs.
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3.3.3. General problems and recommendations

After the preliminary inspection, in the office, the team
analyses videos and (if wasn’t done on site) compiles part
B of the checklists. Checklists are compiled in both direc-
tions referring in particular to the right side. By brainstorm-
ing among the team members checklist results are exam-
ined and the final version of the checklists is edited.

Safety issues are classified as general problems if they
are present along a substantial portion of the road. General
problems require mass action safety programs. The IASP
manual suggests for each general problem the recommen-
dation typologies [9]. The checklists results, the safety com-
ments recorded during the preliminary inspection and the
manual suggestions are a valid support to formulate rec-
ommendations for general safety problems. Recommenda-
tions indicate the type of measures, without specifying de-
tailed technical issues.

Problems and recommendations are disaggregated in
order to highlight the safety issues of each road feature, but
road safety improvement requires an integrated approach,
where interaction among different measures must be taken
into account.

As final result of the meeting, a preliminary report
describing general problems and recommendations is ed-
ited. Moreover, some sites requiring specific inspection
might be identified.

3.4. Site detailed inspections

The detailed inspection is aimed at a closer examina-
tion of sites which present specific safety issues.

The inspection is focused on specific sites. The number
of the sites for each inspection is limited only by the avail-
able time. At least two inspectors are needed. Recommended
equipments are: protective clothes with a high retro reflec-
tivity, GPS receiver, digital video camera, digital photo
camera, measuring wheel or laser measurer, inclinometer,
inspection modules with rigid support (Tables 11, 12), stop-
watch, laser gun (optional) and traffic counters (optional).

The road is run in both directions at low speed,
stopping the car on sites which show the greatest safety
problems or specific features which require investigation
deepening. Other than those selected during the general
analysis, more sites can be identified during the drive
through. During the driving through photos related to gen-
eral problems are taken. These photos can be added to the
final report. On the selected sites, the team performs the
inspections by walking and observing both the road fea-
tures and the road users behaviour. Photos of identified prob-
lems and videos of dangerous behaviours are helpful both
in the problem analysis and in the report writing. Compila-
tion of the site inspection module (Table 11) is strongly
recommend since it gives the following benefits: focuses
the identified safety issues, gives a chance to record the
concerns raised during the inspection and synthesises ob-
servation results simplifying the report writing. Inspection

Table 11. Road segments inspection module
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Table 12. Intersections inspection module

module has some similarities with general checklists but
contains more information which are acquired by detailed
observations and are integrated by further information, such
as: available sight distance, lane and shoulder widths, road
users’ behaviours and accident signs. Road users’ behav-
iour analysis is one of the main task in the investigation. If
critical traffic conditions occur, traffic counts (in the rush
hour)  and speed measurements can be acquired. If speed
measurements are not carried out, sight distance adequacy
evaluation can be performed by the stopwatch method [14].

3.5. Nighttime inspections

Nighttime inspections are focused at understanding
how the road is perceived at night. Consequently, main fo-
cus is on markings, delineation and legibility of the road
alignment.

Any nighttime inspection should interest not more than
100 km. At least three team members are needed: the driver,
the inspector in front seat and the inspector in back seat.
Recommended equipments are GPS receiver and digital
video camera.

Each road is run at normal speed in both direction.
Videos of the road and comments of the inspectors are re-
corded. Location of specific nighttime problems may be

carried out by using the GPS receiver in cinematic modal-
ity. The day after the inspection, a meeting in the office is
carried out. Videos are examined and identified problems
are annotated in the report.

4. Final report

For each road, a specific inspection report is written.
The report is written in “problem/recommendation” format,
where the problem is described in terms of safety issues
and accident risk to a road user, and the recommendations
are engineering solutions to the reported problem. After
discussion among the inspectors, the final report is edited
and signed. The report describes the analysis procedure and
contains the study results, which are detailed and explained.

It contains the following sections: 1) introduction,
2) segment general problems, 3) segment specific problems,
4) intersection problems, 5) synthesis, in tabular format, of
problems and recommendations, 6) concluding statement
and signatures of the inspectors.

5. Reliability of the procedure

In order to test the reliability of the methodology, the
agreement of the results of the general safety issues ranks
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produced by different inspectors for the road segments has
been addressed. Specifically, with the aim of checking the
consistency of the risk assignment between different in-
spectors, the statistic kappa has been used.

The kappa coefficient (k) provides a measure of agree-
ment among a set of inspectors, who have rated a set of
objects using a nominal scale with M different category
judgments, correcting for expected chance agreement:

1

e

e

P P
k

P

−
=

−
, (1)

where P – proportion of times that the inspectors agree

(0,00 ÷ 1,00); eP  – proportion of times that agreement by

chance is expected (0,00 ÷ 1,00).
If there is total agreement k is equal to 1. If there is no

agreement other than that which would be expected by chan-
ce k  is equal to 0. A negative kappa value indicates disagree-
ment between inspectors. There are several variants of the
kappa coefficient in the literature, the multirater kappa for
category data proposed by Siegel & Castellan [15] provides
an adjustment for bias and was applied. The values of the k
statistic were calculated by using the GenStat 7.2 software.

Moreover, it is possible to test whether the level of
agreement is statistically significant. When N is large
(> 30), the sampling distribution of kappa is approximately
Normal. Therefore, under a test hypothesis of no agreement
beyond chance, the level of significance α  of the agree-
ment can be determined evaluating the probability of

/ var( )k k  for a standard Normal distribution. An α   of
10 % can be used as level of significance. The k statistics
have been performed with reference to different combina-
tion of inspectors and different category judgments with
the aim of testing the reliability of the procedure.

First, the comparison of checklists filled by two group
of safety specialists has been carried out. The checklists
were compiled with respect to three different two lane ru-
ral roads with a total length of 40 km (200 segments). Each
group was composed by two inspectors: one in front seat
and the other one in back seat. Safety issues have been
ranked with three categories of judgment: high level prob-
lem, low level problem and no problem.

Results reported in Table 13 show that there is a sig-
nificant level of agreement for the majority of the safety
issues. For some issues (terminals and transitions, presence
of accesses, unevenness, chevrons and markings) the level

Table 13.   K statistics and level of agreement between two inspectors with a nominal scale of three judgments

seussiytefaS
seulavdetaluclaC

P P
e

k (rav k)
ecnacifingiS

)%(level
ecnacifingiS

(α )%01=

edisdaoR

stnemknabmE 357,0 127,0 711,0 7710,0 8,81 oN

segdirB 000,1 000,1 – – – atadtnacifingisnI

snoitisnartdnaslanimretsuoregnaD 326,0 874,0 872,0 3600,0 1,0< seY

selcatsbodigirdnaselopytilitu,seerT 423,0 863,0 140,0– 0400,0 2,47 oN

sehctiD 000,1 000,1 – – – atadtnacifingisnI

ecnatsidthgiS

evruclatnozirohnoecnatsidthgiS 036,0 255,0 471,0 2600,0 3,1 seY

evruclacitrevnoecnatsidthgiS 559,0 159,0 – – – atadtnacifingisnI

sesseccA

sesseccasuoregnaD 515,0 284,0 360,0 7400,0 7,71 oN

sesseccafoecneserP 595,0 063,0 763,0 8200,0 1,0< seY

noitces-ssorC

htdiwenaL 306,0 425,0 561,0 5700,0 9,2 seY

htdiwredluohS 435,0 654,0 441,0 7500,0 9,2 seY

tnemevaP

noitcirF 509,0 909,0 – – – atadtnacifingisnI

ssennevenU 576,0 245,0 192,0 9500,0 1,0< seY

noitaenileD

snorvehC 556,0 915,0 382,0 4500,0 1,0< seY

srotcelferreirrabdnastsopediuG 098,0 598,0 – – – atadtnacifingisnI

sngiS

sngisnoitaluger,sngisgninraW 538,0 197,0 212,0 9810,0 2,6 seY

sgnikraM

senilegdE 075,0 124,0 852,0 6300,0 1,0< seY

enilertneC 537,0 104,0 855,0 4300,0 1,0< seY
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of agreement is very satisfactory ( 0,1 %α ≤ ). For bridges,
ditches, sight distance on vertical curves, delineation guide-
posts and friction the collected data were not significant
for the test because the judgment expressed by both the
groups assumed an almost constant value along the entire
roads. This circumstance, generally, derives from a sub-
stantial homogeneity of road features (both for good and
bad conditions). When this condition occurs, both P and

eP  assume a value equal or very close to one. It means that
the proportion of times that the inspectors agree is very
high, even if the agreement is not statistically significant. A
specific consideration can be made with respect to friction.
Both the observers rarely filled the relevant boxes in the
checklist assigning a value equal to good for almost the
entire roads. Instead, during site inspections, poor friction
conditions were often identified. These results stem in the
main from the inspectors inability in recognizing the fric-
tion state when running the road at normal speed. Safety
issues where there is not a statistically significant level of
agreement are embankments, roadside obstacles and dan-
gerousness of accesses. As far as embankments is concerned,
there is indication of a slight level of agreement, since k is
greater than 0 and inspectors' ranks agree in 75 % of the
evaluations ( 0,753P = ). A good evaluation of embank-
ments dangerousness is not an easy task without stopping
the car. As far as dangerousness of accesses ( 0k > ) and
roadside obstacles is concerned, it must be remembered that
they are isolated elements.

In order to check if the disagreement can be reduced
considering a simpler identification of the safety issues, the
checklists were compiled using a nominal scale of two cat-
egories of judgment: problem (which includes low level
and high level problems) and no problem. A general im-
provement of the agreement is observed, but it appears that
the advantage arising from the greater level of detail reached
by the three level judgment overcomes the reduced level of
agreement in comparison with the two level judgment pro-
cedure.

6. Conclusions

The proposed procedure has shown positive features.
It gives a detailed inspection framework, an innovative defi-
nition of team and client relationships and a clear defini-
tion of objectives, team composition, required equipments
and procedures of each phase of the process, thus improv-
ing the global effectiveness of the safety inspection proc-
ess. Proposed checklists can result helpful since they are
not overwhelming and at the same time they give construc-
tive support to the inspectors. The ranking of the safety
issues is performed according explicit criteria and is useful
to allow the inspection results to be used in a comprehen-
sive road safety program.

The RSI carried out according to the defined proce-
dures showed that there is a statistically significant level of
agreement of the safety issues ranks produced by different

inspectors for the majority of the safety issues. As a result,
the reliability of the procedure is satisfactory, specially if it
is considered that the identification of the safety issues is a
very complex task based on human evaluations and exper-
tise not supported by instrumental measures.
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